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Boom Dice and Charlotte
Hannah team up for power
track ‘Confidence’
NOVEMBER 25, 2020

ANDREW LEWIS

Grammy-nominated producer Boom Dice has collaborated with upcoming singer-songwriter
Charlotte Hannah for the electric new single ‘Confidence’. Featuring a rich, buoyant bassline and
a smooth EDM beat, this dark and glossy track showcases Charlotte’s powerhouse vocals. The
catchy, hushed chorus and empowering lyrics make this track a self-love anthem.

Speaking of the single, Charlotte explains: “I sang: ‘Every time you feel less confident I want you
to think of me’, because being you, as you are – is enough. Not only is it enough but it’s
something to be proud of. ‘Confidence’ to me is a song that celebrates everyone. If you are
listening to this song, it is for you. And I want you to thrive with it.” 

Boom Dice has worked with global superstars such as Sofi Tukker, Stormzy and Disclosure,
amongst many others. He also collaborates with emerging artists, including Charlotte Hannah.
Hailing from Yorkshire, Charlotte has gained support from BBC Introducing and boasts over
20,000 subscribers to her YouTube channel. This powerful duo have created an undeniably
impactful track, showcasing dance-pop at its finest.

Confidence
Boom Dice, Charlotte Ha…
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Polary drop anticipated track ‘Nothing In

Upcoming alt-pop band Polary made an
impressive entrance onto the scene with

previous singles ‘Nothing’…

Boom Dice and Charlotte Hannah team up
for power track ‘Confidence’

Grammy-nominated producer Boom Dice has
collaborated with upcoming singer-songwriter

Charlotte Hannah for the electric new…

‘Midnight’ is the new single from Cameron
and the Slumberknights

Upcoming pop-soul group Cameron and the
Slumberknights have released their sophomore

single ‘Midnight’. Frontman Cameron…

Casablanca Drivers drop their beaming
new single ‘205 502’

French indie-band Casablanca Drivers are back
with their buoyant new track ‘205 502’ taken

off…

Nolai shares his atmospheric single
‘Through My Eyes’

Producer turned artist Nolai offers up a dark
blend of electronica, synth-pop and R&B in…

Foundry13 unveil new single ‘LEAD
CULTURE’

London hailing band Foundry13 return with
another quirky offering ‘LEAD CULTURE’. The

alternative indie-pop duo…

‘The Gladiator’ is symphonic rock at its

Lorenzo Bazzoni is a prog-rock, cinematic and
symphonic styled composer from Italy. Lorenzo

just unveiled…
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Cadillac Muzik Showcase Southern-Rap
with New Single “Cerebral Celebration”

San Antonio-based Cadillac Muzik showcases
their refreshingly southern-rap sound with a new

single titled Cerebral…

Alternative Pop Artist Lola Menthol
Releases New Song “Never Settle” (Watch)

Alternative artist Lola Menthol has released her
new song and music video Never Settle. You

can…

Getting to know Missingno.

Emerging artist Missingno. recently released a
gem ‘Dirty Beach’, whilst the alt-hip hop artist is…

Catching Up With Marcos G

Pop newcomer marcos g is responsible for one
of the finest records this year, dropping…

‘Mind Blown’ by EyeKonik video released

EyeKonik is an artist with a focus on creating
punchy and appealing pop music with…

Country-Rock Stone Senate Prepares for
Next Chapter with New Release

Being often compared to the legendary names
of Lynyrd Skynyrd crossed with The Allman

Brothers…
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